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GLOSSARY Y

- the non-living or physical components of the environment
ANOXIAA - deprived of oxygen
ANTHROPOGENICC - involving the impact of people on nature; induced, caused or
alteredd by the presence and activities of people, as in water and air pollution
BACTERIALL FATTY ACIDS - fatty acids of bacterial origin
BENTHICC - referring to organisms living in or on the bottom of a water body
BlOTlCC - the living components of the environment, or products derived from
livingg components; e.g. detritus
BlOTURBATlONN - disturbance of sediments caused by biological activity
CHARACTERR DISPLACEMENT - the condition in which two interacting species are
evolutionaryy diverged
COLLECTORR - invertebrates that feed on decomposing organic matter either
fromm the water column (filterers) or from the bottom (gatherers)
COMMENSALISMM - the association between two organisms of different species
thatt live together and share food resources, one species benefiting from the
associationn and the other not being harmed
COMMUNITYY - natural, intermingled plant or animal populations which share a
givenn space, compete for resources, and interact with one another in an
ecosystem m
DECOMPOSITIONN - breakdown of complex organic materials into simpler
materialss mainly by micro-organisms
DETRITIVOREE - organism that feeds on detritus
DETRITUSS - small pieces of dead and decomposing plants and animals
DISTURBANCEE - a discrete event which removes, damages, or impairs the
normall function of organisms
DIVERSITYY - the number and variety of organisms in a community or ecosystem
ECOSYSTEMM - a community of different species interdependent on each other
togetherr with their abiotic environment, which is relatively self-contained in
termss of energy flow, and is distinct from neighbouring communities.
EMERGENCEE - to leave water and undergo metamorphosis into an adult
EUTROPHICC - enrichment of water bodies by inorganic plant nutrients (e.g.
nitrate,, phosphate) resulting in overgrowth of algae, frequently followed by
algaee die-offs and oxygen depletion
FATTYY ACIDS - a long chained organic acid, serves as a constituent of lipids and
aa fuel molecule in cells

ABIOTICC
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- land next to a steam or river which is flooded during high-water
floww with a predictable, normally seasonal frequency
FUNCTIONALL GROUP - refers to any group of aquatic invertebrates that have
developedd specific morphological features that allow them to feed in a certain
mannerr (e.g., invertebrates that have developed rasping mouthparts for
scrapingg algae and other material from surfaces are part of the functional
feedingg group known as scrapers), see also collector.
HABITT - normal or regulatory behaviour of an animal
HABITATT - area or environment in which an organism or community lives
HEMIMETABOLOUSS - insects having an incomplete metamorphosis, with no
pupall stage in the life history
HOLOMETABOLOUSS - insects that undergo a full metamorphosis, with a four
stagee life history (egg, larvae, pupa, and adult)
HYPOXIAA - low levels of oxygen
INN SITU - in the original place
INSTARR - interval between successive moults of exoskeletons in arthropods
INTERSPECIFICC COMPETITION - competition between distinct species
INTRASPECIFICC COMPETITION - competition within a species
INVERTEBRATEE - animals without backbones
LARVAA - in insects, an immature form that is markedly different in form from
thee adult and which undergo metamorphosis into the adult form
LENTICC HABITATS - non-flowing or standing body of freshwater such as a lake
orr pond
LOTICC HABITATS - flowing body of freshwaters such a river or stream
MACROPHYTESS - large multi-cellular photosynthetic organisms
MULTIVOLTINEE - having more than one generation in a year
NEOZOANN - non-native species that is introduced into an area
NUTRIENTT - any substance, element, or compound necessary for the growth
usedd or required by an organism as food
N Y M P HH - a juvenile form without wings or with incomplete wings in insects
withh incomplete metamorphosis
OL1GOTROPHICC - inadequate nutrition
OPPORTUNISTICC SPECIES - species which exploit diverse aspects of the
environmentt as conditions change, flexible in life requirements and
generalistss by nature, are able to quickly adapt to temporarily available
resourcess such as food supplies
ORGANICC COMPOUNDS - compound containing carbon (e.g. PAHs, PCBs)
FLOODPLAINN

ORGANICC MATTER -see detritus
PELAGICC

- referring to in the water column
- unicellular photosynthetic organisms

PHYTOPLANKTONN
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- any harmful or undesirable change in the physical, chemical, or
biologicall quality in air, water, or soil as a result of the release of e.g.
chemicals,, radioactivity, heat, large amounts of organic matter
POPULATIONN - group of organisms of the same species living in a certainn area
POLYCHLORINATEDD BIPHENYLS (PCBs) - large group of toxic synthetic lipidsolublee chlorinated hydrocarbons, which are used in various industrial
processess and which have become persistent and ubiquitous environmental
contaminantss which can be concentrated in food chains
POLYCYCLICC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS (PAHs) - group of compounds found
inn e.g. coal tar and cigarette smoke
POLYUNSATURATEDD FATTY ACIDS - fatty acids with more than one C=C double
bondd in their hydrocarbon chain
RESOURCEE PARTITIONING - division of scarce resources in an ecosystem so that
speciess with similar requirements use the same sources at different times, in
differentt ways, or in different places
SPECIALIZEDD SPECIES - species which can survive and thrive only within a
narroww range of habitat and/or environmental conditions, or which can use
onlyy a very limited range of food, and is therefore usually less able to adapt to
changingg environmental conditions
SPECIES-SPECIFICC - inborn in a species, not modified by learning
TAXONN (TAXA) - a taxonomie group of any rank, including all the subordinate
groups;; any group of organisms, populations or taxa considered to be
sufficientlyy distinct from other such groups to be treated as a separate unit; a
taxonomiee unit
TOLERANCEE - the ability to survive and grow in the presence of a normally toxic
substance,, or the ability to survive and grow within a range of an
environmentall variable
TRAITT - distinct characteristic of a species, which may be either heritable,
environmentallyy determined, or both
TROPHICC LEVEL - level in a food chain defined by a method of obtaining food,
andd in which all the organisms are the same number of energy transfers away
fromm the original source of the energy
TROPHICC STATE - the nutrient status of water; e.g. eutrophic, oligotrophic
UNIVOLTINEE - having only one generation in a year
XENOBIOTICC - foreign to a living organism, foreign substances
POLLUTIONN
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